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DVD Review: Gothic Vampires from Hell 
By Yvonne Glasgow 

Gothic Vampires From Hell is definite to be a cult classic in poorly made horror films. GVFH has the worst blood loss 
scene ever filmed- enough blood shot out in only two spurts to drain the guy totally and yet he kept talking for over 5 
minutes!!! What a well-made film! And that was only the first murder victim. 

The next dead guy was set up so well that you could see the end of the hose that the blood was being pumped through sticking out of the top of his shirt. 
And don't even get me started on the continuity issues in this film.  

What doesn't add to giving this movie any more credibility is the abundance of bleach blond bimbos playing Goth (they look like a bunch of Tara Reid 
clones). Gothic Vampires From Hell is full of more bad acting then I have seen in one movie in a very long time.  

Gothic Vampires From Hell is a movie brought to you by Cleopatra Records that is all about a Gothic Battle of the Bands and it is full of Goth Make-Up, 
Goth Music and Goth Dancing. Unfortunately there is a very pointless bondage, "spanking" scene that should have been left on the cutting room floor. 
Then again, maybe the whole movie should have been left there!?  

The movie revolves around Gotham Records, run by a vampire named Anastasia. Anastasia and her vampire clan claim to want to sign a band to their 
label, but then they kill them when they come to their signing meeting. Vampire frenzies of bloody killing commence throughout the movie.  

GVFH is filled with lots of blood, if that's your thing, but it lacks in EVERYTHING else. During the band 'Gothic Vampire From Hell's' song the graphics of 
the film actually get pretty cool for a moment though. Though it is done very poorly, the dream sequence and bats make it an intriguing point in the movie, 
about the only one in the entire movie.  

If you are a fan of poorly made horror flicks and/or great Gothic music then Gothic Vampires From Hell is a flick you may want to pick. There is music by 
Razed In Black, Rosetta Stone, Christian Death, Switchblade Symphony, The Wake, Nosferatu, Pitbull Daycare, The Electric Hellfire Club, New Skin and 
tons more great bands.  

Amazingly the movie does seem to have a plot line of some sort. The nutty group of female Vampires that make up Gotham Records have been looking 
for a man to be part of their clan and they find it in the lead singer of GVFH. But first Anastasia has to get rid of the 3 girls that also make up GVFH the 
band. If you want to know what Anastasia's plans are for the band Gothic Vampires From Hell then you'll just have to watch this interesting, to say the 
least, movie.  
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